
C M 2  T E C H N O L O G Y
 

Creating a healthy happy and whole
lifestyle from the cellular level up

THE PULSE BAND
& BODY WEB

C E L L  M A T R I X
Cellular Health is The Key to Wellness



Optimize 
Your Cell

Health

Increase Aerobic Performance*

Improve Circulation*

Maximize Oxygen Uptake*

Deliver Natural & Real Energy*

The advanced technology within the cm2™
Pulse Band is designed to energize the 33
trillion oxygen carrying red blood cells in the
body. It takes pulsed electromagnetic field
therapy to the next level.

Cell activity and overall energy is improved
with increased oxygen uptake and increased
bioavailability of nutrition. Combine Pulse
Band with a healthy and active lifestyle to
supercharge the cells. 

Properly energized cells can boost the body’s
natural ability for:

8 Years of Research
Eight years of research and testing CM2
continues to uncover exciting benefits.

Everything can be broken down to atoms.
Every atom is surrounded by its own
energy field. This field is known as a toroidal
field. It is a self-sustaining, dynamic flow of
energy that aligns to powerful energy areas
of the body. It promotes coherence, perfect
balance. It is known to create a harmonic
resonance which promotes wellbeing. 

The toroidal vortex of energy is one of the
most efficient means of energy transfer. It
is infinite, alive, and pulsing with life. It can
supply power in magnificent ways. Tesla
was working with this toroidal technology
throughout his life. 

The CM2 The CM2 Pulse BandPulse Band

Torodial Field

A Toroidal Field creates self
sustaining energy that aligns

with the energy of the heart, and
increases the human potential. It

creates harmonic resonance. 



Toxins in our
environment
can weaken

our cells
Supports
Weight

Loss

The cm2 technology found in the Body WEB and the Pulse Band (shown above)
plays crucial roles in the body’s natural ability to uptake and deliver maximum
oxygen, which in turn can affect both the recovery process and athletic
performance. Our technology is not just PEMFT, it has been modified and
enhanced via toroidal fields. 

Creating a healthy, happy and whole lifestyle from
the cellular level up is the key to great health.

HOW? It’s just science, just like your mobile phone can wirelessly absorb a
charge, so can your trillions of cells. Every cell in the body has a charge. The cells
process, use, and store energy. Cell charge dictates the health of the cell. 

Cellular health is the key to good health



Faster Recovery*
Pain Management*
Improved Circulation*
Reduction in Swelling and
Inflammation*
Deeper Detoxification*
Improved Nutrient Absorption
General Overall Wellness*

The body web targets deep cell support
in bone, muscle, ligament, tendon, and
nerves. When cells have the proper
energy, oxygen and nutrition, (the
essential components of healthy cell
metabolism), the body’s natural ability to
heal itself and fight pain increases. 

Get on the fast-track today. A healthy
lifestyle combined with proper cell
metabolism can lead to natural:  

Treat
Targeted

Areas

The CM2 Body WebThe CM2 Body Web



Bring your body back to 

optimum health by re-

energizing damaged cells. 

What is Pulsed Electromagnetic Frequency (PEMF) ? 

Pulsed Electromagnetic Therapy is a revolutionary, drug-free technology 
which uses gentle pulsing electromagnetic fields to recharge cells and 
their ability to function effectively - small millivolts of electricity are 
delivered to the body in a safe and effective way. Again, our technology is 
unique and specialized; designed to take this technology to the next level 
by modifying the energy delivery into toroidal fields. This is CM2 or PEMFT+. 

You can think of PEMF+ as exercise for the cells. It’s known to boost energy 
and support higher states of wellness. PEMF+ can mimic the same cellular 
benefits we get when exercising. The body produces microcurrents during 
physical activity and this stimulates pathways for cell communication. This 
sends messages to the body, making it believe it is engaged in exercise. 
This can increase general stamina and endurance.

It's just great science! 

SUPPORT CELL CHARGE! 

CM2 Therapy 



Think of
PEMF as

“Magnetically
Induced
Cellular

Exercise”

Optimize Wellness,
Non-Invasively 

Enhance the Body's
Natural Recovery
Process

Assist with Muscle
Fatigue & Discomfort
After Exercise

Support General
Relaxation

Experience More
Energy, Naturally

Amplify Athletic
Performance

Over 3,000 studies on the benefits of PEMF



The most common benefit from PEMF users is higher energy levels and
reduction and or elimination of pain

ENERGIZE YOUR CELLS



(CM2)-Toroidal PEMFT and The Cells

Did you
know >

CM2 mimics the
the Earth's natural

magnetic field? 



BE HEALTHY *  BE HAPPY *  BE WHOLE
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Order Your cm2 Pulse Band
and Body Web Today

Launching in Australia

Disclaimer:
The CM2 Body Web & Pulse band are not designed to diagnose, treat, or cure any illness or disease state. They are designed
as wellness devices to be used in combination with a healthy lifestyle.  

CM2 TechnologyCM2 Technology    Toroidal PEMFTToroidal PEMFT  
a step above the rest




